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Bichromatic state-insensitive trapping of cold 133Cs−87Rb atomic mixtures
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We investigate simultaneous state-insensitive trapping of a mixture of two different atomic species, Caesium and
Rubidium. The magic wavelengths of the Caesium and Rubidium atoms are different, 935.6 and 789.9 nm respectively,
thus single-frequency simultaneous state-insensitive trapping is not possible. We thus identify bichromatic trapping as a
viable approach to tune the two magic wavelengths to a common value. Correspondingly, we present several common
magic wavelength combinations appropriate for simultaneous state-insensitive trapping of the two atomic species.

Keywords: cold atoms; magic wavelength; optical dipole trap; state-insensitive dipole trap; bichromatic trap; cold atomic
mixture

1. Introduction

Research on multispecies mixtures of cold atoms has been
attracting increasing attention over the last decade. Recent
progress in the field paved the way to new research areas
beyond the experiments with single species. Highlights of
these studies include the exploration of phase transitions in
optical lattices [1,2], the demonstration of tuning of inter-
atomic interaction between two species [3–6], the creation
of molecules via photoassociation [7–9], sympathetic cool-
ing of one species by another [10–12], the demonstration of
quantum degenerate systems [13–15], precision metrology
[16], quantum computation [8] and simulation [17].

The importance of optical trapping as a standard tool for
the creation and manipulation of ultracold atomic mixtures
is undisputed. Optical trapping allows one to produce a
potential independent of hyperfine state and spin projection
of an atom [18,19], which is not possible with other trapping
mechanisms. Moreover, the use of far-off resonance laser
light field for trapping ensures low scattering rates to obtain
long coherence times [18,20]. However, optical trapping in
general produces a differential AC Stark shift between the
different internal states of the atoms. This presents some
drawbacks.

For instance, decoherence caused by the differential
shift significantly limits the coherence time, which is an
important parameter in experiments involving quantum state
manipulation [21]. It also hinders applicability of free-space
laser cooling techniques. For an optical trap, efficient
cooling is not only important for long storage times but
also for avoiding motion-induced dephasing of the atoms
[22,23].

∗Corresponding author. Email: ucapmmm@ucl.ac.uk

The elimination of the differential AC Stark shift allows
one to maintain the internal state of the atom essentially
unaffected by the trapping light. State-insensitive trapping,
first proposed by Katori et al. [24], takes advantage of the
combined effect of the couplings induced by the trapping
light between the ground state and all the excited states
of the multilevel atom. By tuning the trapping light to a
specific wavelength, referred as magic wavelength, the AC
Stark shifts of the upper and lower states of a transition
of interested can be made equal. The application of state-
insensitive trapping was first demonstrated in the context of
optical lattice clock for Strontium atoms [24]. It was shown
that state-insensitive trapping allows simultaneous use of
Doppler cooling and optical trapping. Later, it was demon-
strated that optical trapping of Caesium atoms within an
optical cavity at magic wavelength provides extended life-
time [25] and makes continuous monitoring of the trapped
atoms possible. State-insentitive trapping of Caesium atoms
was subsequently demonstrated also in free space [26].

Several investigations have been devoted to
state-insensitive trapping of single atomic species. How-
ever, the possibility of state-independent trapping of
mixtures of different atomic species has remained unex-
plored. This is treated in detail in the present work. As a
case study, we consider the possibility of state-insensitive
trapping of a 133Cs−87Rb mixture. We notice that
monochromatic trapping schemes are not suitable for simul-
taneous state-independent trapping of these atomic species
as the magic wavelengths of Caesium and Rubidium are
very different, 935.6 and 789.9 nm, respectively. We thus
consider bichromatic trapping that provides some control

© 2015 The Author(s). Published by Taylor & Francis.
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over the required magic wavelengths. Bichromatic state-
insensitive trapping was proposed for both Rubidium
[27–29] and Caesium atoms [30] due to inconvenient magic
wavelengths for experimental realization either in terms of
frequency range or required power of the light source. This
technique involves two independent lasers with different
frequencies; one of the lasers is used as the trap laser and the
other one as a control laser to counteract the differential light
shift induced by the trap laser. In contrast to monochromatic
schemes, there are four experimental parameters to control,
the intensity and wavelength of both lasers. Therefore, the
combined effect of the two lasers may cancel the differential
shift between the states of an optical transition of inter-
est for various combinations of parameters, thus leading
to state-insensitive trapping over a range of wavelengths.
By choosing appropriate relative intensity of the trap and
control lasers, state-insensitive trapping can be achieved at a
specific value of wavelength combination within that range.
Such a tunability is the key element behind simulataneous
state-independent trapping of atomic mixtures.

In this work, we demonstrate theoretically the possibility
of bichromatic state-independent trapping of a 133Cs−87Rb
mixture, and identify the appropriate magic wavelength
combinations for simultaneous state-insensitive trapping of
the 6S1/2(F = 4) → 6P3/2(F = 5) and 5S1/2(F = 2) →
5P3/2(F = 3) transitions of Caesium and Rubidium atoms
respectively.

2. Magic wavelength combinations for atomic mixtures

We first evaluate the AC Stark shifts of the ground and exc-
ited states of the transitions 6S1/2(F = 4) → 6P3/2
(F = 5) and 5S1/2(F = 2) → 5P3/2(F = 3) transitions of
Caesium and Rubidium atoms, respectively, as a function
of the trap laser wavelength in presence of the trap and
control lasers. Then, by varying the trap and control lasers
parameters, we will identify the parameters sets which make
the magic wavelength combinations for the two atomic
species equal.

We performed calculations including all the hyperfine
levels and the corresponding Zeeman sublevels. This is esp-
ecially important whenever the trapped atoms are prepared
in a specific Zeeman sublevel. In presence of laser light, the
AC Stark shift experienced by the atom for a transition from
state |i〉 = |Fi mi 〉 to state | j〉 = |Fj m j 〉 is given by

�Ei = (2Fi + 1)IL

∑
j

3πc2 Ai j

2�0ω
3
0

(2Fj + 1)

× (2J j + 1)

(
Fj 1 Fi

mi q −m j

)2 {
Ji J j 1
Fj Fi I

}2

. (1)

where IL is the intensity of the laser, Ai j is the Einstein
coefficient for the optical dipole transition,ω0 is the trapping
laser frequency, �0 is the detuning from resonance with the
transition of interest and q denotes the polarization of the

light field; q = 0 for linear polarization, and q = ±1 for
σ± polarization. In our calculations, we considered linear
polarization, as used in most experiments, a beam waist
of 10 µm for both trap and control laser fields and a fixed
power of 2 W for the control laser. Therefore, the inten-
sity ratio of the trap and control lasers is used as variable
parameter to tune the magic wavelength combinations. In
our calculations, we took into account the contributions
from excited states up to 11S, 12P and 12D for Caesium
and 10S, 10P and 8D for Rubidium.

The numerical calculations showed that varying the rela-
tive intensity of the two lasers does indeed allow for tuning
of the magic wavelength pairs to an extent sufficient to make
them equal. We determined six common magic wavelength
combinations for Caesium and Rubidium atomic species.
These combinations are listed in Table 1 together with the
required intensity ratios of the lasers and the corresponding
trap depths.

Due to the different polarizability of the states of the
Caesium and Rubidium atom, the same experimental
parameters produce different trap depths for the two species.
The ratio of the trap depths of Caesium and Rubidium atoms
increases from ≈ 2 to ≈ 2.8 as the magic trap wavelength
increases from 868.8 to 936 nm. Therefore, it was not pos-
sible to identify a magic wavelength combination which
allows for simultaneous state-insensitive trapping of the
two atomic species while maintaining the trap depths for
the two species equal.

Out of the six identified magic wavelength combinations,
one pair is mostly relevant for practical realizations given
current laser technology. This is the magic wavelength pair
λt = 868.94 nm–λc = 10600 nm, which corresponds to
diode and CO2 laser sources for the trap and control fields,
respectively. The light shifts of both atomic species are
plotted in Figures 1 and 2 as functions of the trap laser
wavelength, with the intensity ratio and the control laser
wavelength kept fixed to the values corresponding to the
magic wavelength combination λt = 868.94 nm–λc =
10600 nm, as listed in Table 1. The displayed data demon-
strate that at the magic trapping wavelengthλt = 868.94 nm
the differential light shifts for both atomic species is zero.
As shown in both figures, the Zeeman sublevels of the
ground state of both atoms remain degenerate, as expected
for a linear polarization of the laser fields, whereas they are
splitted for the excited state.

3. Effect of variations in experimental parameters

We also investigated the effect of variations in experimen-
tal parameters on state-insensitive trapping of the Cs–Rb
mixture. First, we examine how a variation in wavelength
of the trapping laser affects the possibility of simultane-
ous state-independent trapping of the two atomic species.
We consider variations in trap laser wavelength for the case
of the identified magic wavelength combination
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Table 1. Magic wavelength combinations and corresponding required intensity ratios for Cs–Rb mixture. The trap depths for Cs and Rb
atoms are also reported, for a control laser power of 2 W and a laser beam waists of 10 µm for both lasers.

λt (nm) λc (nm) It/Ic Rb U (mK) Cs U (mK)

868.8 10060 0.240 2.04 4.14
868.94 10600 0.239 2.03 4.08
931 2038.8 0.939 3.89 10.17
932.9 1843.5 1.408 5.31 14.18
934 1742.4 1.999 7.08 19.25
936 1580.9 7.832 24.36 68.95

Figure 1. AC Stark shift of the Caesium D2 line Fg = 4 → Fe =
5 transition as a function of the trap laser wavelength, with all other
parameters corresponding to the magic wavelength combination
λt = 868.94 nm–λc = 10600 nm, as listed in Table 1. Red dashed
line is the ground state 6S1/2 F = 4, blue, green, pink, orange,
black and brown lines are with m = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, ±4, ±5
Zeeman sublevels, respectively, of the Caesium 6P3/2 F = 5
excited state. (The colour version of this figure is included in the
online version of the journal.)

868.94 nm–10.6 µm, which is the most appealing for exp-
erimental implementations. We calculated the trap/control
laser intensity ratio required for state-independent trapping
of each individual species, Caesium and Rubidium, as a
function of the trap laser wavelength, with results as in
Figure 3. The data show that a variation in trap laser wave-
length cannot be compensated by an appropriate variation
of the trap/control laser intensity ratio. Indeed, away from
the trap laser wavelength required for dual-species state-
insensitive trapping, the intensity ratio for state-independent
trapping of Cs and Rb are different, and the discrepancy
in the required value for the two species increases with
increasing variation in the trapping wavelength. In fact,
Figure 3 shows that state-insensitive trapping of Caesium
atoms is more sensitive to the variation in the trapping
wavelength than the trapping of Rubidium atoms.

Figure 2. AC Stark shift of the Rubidium D2 line Fg = 2 → Fe =
3 transition as function of trap laser wavelength, with all other
parameters corresponding to the magic wavelength combination
λt = 868.94 nm–λc = 10600 nm, as listed in Table 1. Purple
dashed line is the ground state 5S1/2 F = 2, yellow, gray, cyan
and magenta lines are the m = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3 Zeeman sublevels,
respectively, of the 5P3/2 F = 3 Rubidium excited state. (The
colour version of this figure is included in the online version of
the journal.)

Figure 3. Trap/control laser intensity ratio required for state-
insensitive trapping for Cs and Rb atoms as a function of the trap
laser wavelength. (The colour version of this figure is included in
the online version of the journal.)
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Table 2. Difference between the required trap/control lasers intensity ratio of the Caesium and Rubidium atoms for maintaining
state-insensitive trapping in case of �λt = 0.01, 0.1 and 0.5 nm variation in trap laser wavelength.

λt (nm)–λc (nm) �It/Ic for �λt = 0.01 nm �It/Ic for �λt = 0.1 nm �It/Ic for �λt = 0.5 nm

868.8–10060 3.875 × 10−4 6.303 × 10−4 8.430 × 10−3

868.94–10600 1.855 × 10−4 1.734 × 10−3 8.870 × 10−3

931–2038.8 2.540 × 10−3 5.013 × 10−2 0.234
932.9–1843.5 7.785 × 10−3 5.029 × 10−2 0.217
934–1742.4 9.355 × 10−3 8.628 × 10−2 0.376
936–1580.9 1.062 × 10−1 9.847 × 10−1 3.334

Table 3. List of common magic wavelength combinations and the deviated magic trap laser wavelengths of Cs and Rb for 0.1 and 0.5%
variation in intensity ratios from the value leading to dual-species state-independent trapping. The data refer to a control laser power of 2
W and laser beam waists of 10µm for both lasers.

λt (nm)–λc (nm) λt (nm) of Cs–Rb for �It/Ic = 0.1% λt (nm) of Cs–Rb for �It/Ic = 0.5%

868.8–10060 868.73–868.67 868.68–868.18
868.94–10600 868.89–868.80 868.84–868.30
931–2038.8 931.02–930.64 931.01–929.20
932.9–1843.5 932.94–932.52 932.92–931.05
934–1742.4 934.03–933.62 934.02–932.10
936–1580.9 936.04–935.06 936.03–934.03

The difference between the trap/control intensity ratio
required to produce state-independent trapping of Rb and
Cs are listed in Table 2 for the case of 0.01, 0.1 and 0.5 nm
variation in trap laser wavelength. In agreement with the
above analysis for a specific case of magic wavelength com-
bination, the presented data indicate that a small variation
in the trap laser wavelength has a substantial effect on the
possibility of dual-species state-independent trapping. The
data given in Table 2 provide a more quantitative indication
on the stability requirements for the laser wavelength to
maintain state-independent trapping for the mixture. For
example, a 0.01 nm variation in the trapping laser wave-
length corresponds to negligible change in the required
intensity ratio of the lasers for the two magic wavelength
combinations with λc = 10.6 µm. This guarantees that
dual-species state-independent trapping will be preserved
for wavelength variations below ±0.01 nm.

Next, we analyse the effect of variations in another impor-
tant parameter, the laser intensity. By considering intensity
variations of the trap and control lasers, we investigated
the deviations of the corresponding magic trap laser wave-
lengths of the two atomic species. The effect of intensity
variations in trap/control laser intensity ratio is illustrated
in Figure 4 for the case of magic wavelength combination
of 868.94–10600 nm. Data indicate that a variation in the
intensity ratio leads to different magic wavelength for the
two atomic species, with the magic trapping wavelength of
the Rb species showing greater deviation than that of the
Cs atoms.

We evaluated the effect of variations of the lasers intensity
ratio for all identified magic wavelength combinations. For

Figure 4. Trap laser wavelength for state-independent trapping
of Caesium and Rubidium atoms as a function of the trap/control
laser intensity ratio. All other parameters correspond to the magic
wavelength combination 868.94–10600 nm. (The colour version
of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)

0.1 and 0.5% variation in the trap/control laser intensity
ratio, the corresponding magic trap laser wavelengths of the
Caesium and Rubidium are listed inTable 3. Larger intensity
variations cause a larger deviation of the Rb and Cs magic
wavelengths from their common magic wavelength.

We notice that the differential deviation between the magic
wavelengths of the two atoms is less than 1 nm for 0.1%
variation in the trap/control lasers intensity ratio for all iden-
tified magic wavelength combinations as shown in
Table 3. Indeed, 0.1% variation in the intensity of the lasers
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for magic wavelength pair of 868.94 nm–10.6 µm leads to
0.1 nm shift between the corresponding magic wavelengths
of the two atoms. Hence, for a typical line width of 1 nm
for the trap lasers, we can assume that intensity variations
below 0.1% will not affect the simultaneous state-insensitive
trapping of the two atomic species.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we explored the possibility of simultaneous
state-independent trapping of two different atomic species.
We considered specifically a Cs–Rb mixture as case study.
The magic wavelengths of the Caesium and Rubidium atoms
are different, 935.6 and 789.9 nm respectively, thus
single-frequency simultaneous state-insensitive trapping is
not possible. We identified bichromatic trapping as a viable
approach to tune the two magic wavelengths to a com-
mon value. Correspondingly, we presented several common
magic wavelength combinations appropriate for simultane-
ous state-insensitive trapping of the two atomic species.
In particular, the configuration with 868.94 and 10600 nm
trap/control laser wavelength is here individuated as the
most promising, also thanks to the ease of implementa-
tion with currently available laser systems. The effects of
unwanted variations in experimental parameters were also
discussed.
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